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We develop elementary tools for studying P. I. equivalences between algebras 
which are tensor products of matrix subalgebras. We then deduce Kemer’s results 
about the P. I. equivalcncc of tensor products of matrix subalgebras over the 
Grassmann algebra. 0 1990 Academc Press, Inc. 
INTRODUCTION 
Let F be a field of characteristic zero, and let E be the infinite dimen- 
sional Grassmann (exterior) algebra. Write E = E. 0 E, : E. = center(E), 
and if al,bl~E, then a,b,=--bia,. Given k,l~N, let n=k+Z and 
denote by M,(E) the algebra of n x n matrices over E; it contains 
Mk,,(E) c M,(E), where 
Mw(E) = 
‘E. ... E, 
; kxk; 
E, -. . E, 
~- 
E, .. E, 
; Ixk 1 
E, ... i, 
Both M,(E) and MR,,(E) are P.I. algebras. 
Given two P.I. algebras A, B, denote A -B if they satisfy the same 
polynomial identities Id(A) = Id(B). 
The following three remarkable results are due to Kemer: 
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THEOREM 2. Mkz,(E) cg E- Mk+i(E). 
THEOREM 3. E@ E - M,,,(E). (Here 0 means g,,.) 
These theorems are consequences of mer’s structure theory for 
varieties of associative algebras [2]. An ess ial tool in that the 
theorem of Wazmyslov and Kemer about the nilpotency of the 
radical in finitely generated P. algebras [l, 241. 
The main purpose of this p per is to give detailed ce roofs of 
the above three theorems, proofs that make no use of ve structure 
theory nor of the nilpotency theorem. This is 
in Sections 1, and 3 we develop the nota 
these proofs. re, the technique for proving that A - 
followings we construct a linear mapping 43: 
neither onto nor one-to-one nor a bomomor~hism, it almost 
erties: 
(1) p(A) is large in B, so cp(A) - 
(2) v is a “near-homomorphism” (see efinition 2.4), hence, as in 
the case of a homomorphism, Id(A) c Id(q(A 
(3) The kernel of cp is small: if j(x) =f(x,, ...7 x,) is a pdynomia% 
y, of(x) is an identity of A, then f(x) is an identity of 
(q(A)). We can therefore conclude that A -q(A) 
various functions ~7 in the three proofs are relatives of the 6‘m~~tipl~~at~~~~q 
function p : E@ E--f E, ~(x @ y) =x . y. 
now briefly introduce some notations for E: 
V= span,(e,, e2, . . . } be a countable F space with basis {e,, e2, ~,.I9 
then denote by E = E(V) its Grassmann (exterior) algebra: D = 
,ll<i,< . ..<i.,I=0,1,2,...)isabasisforE:E=span,( 
(I)=(e,,~~~ei,Il<i,< ... <ill and EC”‘= Oianspa (0 
jet E. = B. 4 leven span D(i), El = @ 1 </odd span ), q, = 
E’“’ f? Ej, jE z, = (0, 1). 
Finally, let VZ V, = span(e,, . . . . e,), n denote by E( Vn) the 
c~rres~o~d~~g Grassmann algebra: dim E( 
It is shown in Theorem 2.3 that when the Ej”)‘s replace E;s (in Z,) in the 
matrix algebras, the identities remain t 
Two final remarks: First, the assumption that char(F) = 0 is essential 
here, since in our proofs of P.I. equivalence, we check only the multilinear 
identities. Second, our tools here enable us to construct new subalgebras 
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A G M,(E), and we determine PI. euivalence of such A’s with some already 
known algebras. 
1. MATRIX-INDEXED SYSTEMS 
Recall that E = E, 0 E, is Z, graded. 
1.1. DEFINITION (Z, valued sets). Let I be a (finite) set and let 
v:Z-+Z,; then (Z, v) is a L, valued set. Here Z=Z,,uZ,, where Z,=v-‘(g), 
gE&. 
Given a second such set (I’, v’), v’ : I’ + Z,, we have 
v”= (v, v’): Ix I’ + z, x 77, 
qi, i’) = (v(i), v’(i’)) 
and also 
v+:zxz’+z~, 
v+(i, i’) = v(i) + v’(C). 
1.2. EXAMPLE. In the algebra M,+JE), let Z=Z,uZ,, card(Z,)=k, 
card(Z,) = 1, with v: I+ 77, as above; then v+ : Ix Z-t Z, and Mk,,(E) = 
{(u,j)i,jellu,,jEE,+(ij,} =MAE,+(;,j)I i,.iEO Denote E,,j=Ev+(i,j, and 
note that if g,hEZ2 then EgEh~Eg+h. Thus Ei,,iz.EiZ,i?~Ei,,i,. 
To handle the algebras Mk,JE) we introduce 
1.3. DEFINITION. (a) Let K be a commutative ring and let Z be a (finite) 
set. The system of k-modules 
is called “matrix indexed” if it satisfies the following condition: 
For all il, i,, i3 E Z there exist a pairing (multiplication) Ail,iz x Aiz,i3 --f 
,4i,,i3 (i.e., Ai,,jzAiz,i3 c Ai,,,) which is associative and distributive (i.e., it 
satisfies the ordinary properties of multiplication): for all CZ~,,~~ E A i,,i2, etc., 
and 
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(b j Such a system (A, j 1 i, j E I) defines, in a natural way, the matrix 
algebra Mr(Ai,jl i, jE I): if I= { 1, 2, ..~) n), t 
FQITII~~~Y, Ml(Ai,j) = @ i,jt 1 Ai,, as k-~rrodu es, with qi,j: Ai,j+ 
oi, jG I A, j the natural embeddings. ~~t~~~~catio~ in -(Ai,j> is now 
defined to be distributive, and to satisfy 
Note now that 
M,,(E) = W&i, j;i> 
where I is Z, valued as in Definition 1.1 and Example 1.2. 
1.4. Tensor prodzxts. Let { Aj, jl i, jE I) and 
matrix indexed systems of K modules. Here 0 is 
ard arguments for tensor produc 
given by 
is well defined. and 
is a matrix indexed system: it is the tensor product of the a 
systems. 
1.5. THEOREM. Let {A,,, 1 i, jE I), (BP,, j p, q E P) be two matrix k2dexed 
systems, with (la,,, / a, a E Ix P} as above, their tensor product system. Then 
we have the K algebra isomorphissm 
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Explicitly, that isomorphism is given by 
vli.i(“i.i)o’lp,y(~p.y)‘~?,i.pl(,.q,(~i.jo~p.~,l). 
and, as is well known, it is also an algebra isomorphism. Q.E.D. 
1.6. DEFINTION. Denote A - B if the two PI. algebras satisfy the same 
polynomial identities. 
1.7. Remark. Let (Z, v), (I’: I”) be two ;2, valued sets, such that 
It follows from Example 1.2 that 
~~~~;I,~~.k~,+~~(E)=~~f~X~(EY-,i.j~-\~,~_~~). 
By Kemer’s theorem (Theorem 1 of the introduction), 
Jf,.,(E)OJfp,,(O- ~~kp+,,k,+,p(E) (0 is now 0 F, F a field). 
By Theorem 1.5, that theorem of Kemer is equivalent to 
1.8. THEOREM. With notations as in Remark 1.7, 
:MI, A-b.;, 0 Ev;,,.,, )-MI,I’(E,-(~.~,-,_(,.,,J. 
We shall prove Theorem 1.8 directly: thus providing another proof of 
Kemer’s theorem. That P.I. equivalence will be provided by the map p*. 
1.9. DEFINITION Here 0 is OF. Let ZJ: E@ E + E be the multiplication 
p(,u@ y) = XJ. Recall the definition of Er), g E Z, (Introduction). Clearly, 
,4EgOE,)~Eg+h, where g: h, g + h E z2. More precisely, p( E, @ E,) = 
p(E,@E,)=E, since BEEP, and ,u(E,@E,)=Eb”. Denote p(E,@Z$)= 
Ep:‘ij. Given Z,-vralued sets (Z, v), (I’, Y’), denote E[i, j. Y, s] = E~,>~~~~~~‘~;~~~ 
and B, = M,,,(E[i, j, Y, s]). Also denote B= M,,,,(E,,_,i,j)+,.~,,,,)) +and 
A = l”lx rtEv-(i, j) 0 E~,L(r.5)). 
The action of ,U on the entries of A induces the map p* : A -+ B, G B 
(onto B,). Explicitly, let (x,,~),.~~~,~~ E A, then P*((x,~)) = (p(-~,.~)). 
Obviously, p* is linear but is Not Even A Ring homomorphism. We call it 
a “near homomorphism” (see Definition 2.4). 
2. EQUIVALEKCE OF P.I. ALGEBRAS 
The following remark motivates Lemma 2.2. 
2.1. Remark. Let z4,, . ..~ U,E M,.,(E); then there exists n E N, 
IZ = n(u,, . ..) ~4~): such that u,, . ..) 14, E M,,(E( V,)). Now let 14 E F[u,, . . . . u,] 
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and let w = ei,. . . e,,, where n$iil$i,$...$it. Thena u= 
wu = 0 (trivial). 
2.2. LEMMA. Let A23 be two P.I. algebrs satisfying the~~~~o~~~g con- 
dition: given any ul, . ..) z4, E A, there exist wl, ..~, w, E center of A, such that 
(1) WiUiEB, i= 1, . ..) s, and 
(2) For any UEFIU1, . ..) u,], WI * . ..e w,u=O ~~a~~~~~y z$u=O. 
Proo$ It suffices to show that if f(x,, . . . . x, ) is a m~~tili~ear identity of 
then it is also an identity of A. Thus, let ur, . . . . U,E A, u=f(u,, . . . . u,), 
w,Ecenter of A, satisfying assumptions (I) and (21. Tnen 
w,u,) = WI . ‘. w, f(q) . . . . u,), hence f(Ul) ,.I) us) = 0, 
As a corollary we obtain 
2.3. THEOREM. Let B, c B be the algebras in 
Then I. 
Proc$ Verify Conditions 1 and 2 sf Lemma 2.2: given IA,, ~.., M, E 
), let n be an integer such that z~r, . .. . U,E 
E= E(V), where e,, e2, . . . is an (co) basis of V and eI : . . . . e, is a basis of Vn~ 
Choose wl=e,+,e,+,, w2=e,+,e,+,,..., then (easily) verify conditions 
1~1~10~. Let M,( A i, j ) i, j E I) and 
algebras as in Definition 1.3(b), and let A c 
responding subalgebras. Let cp :A --B 
momorphism” if there exists a subse 
i,j j i, j E I) be two matrix 
(I ) The linear span of S is A. 
(2) Given X, , . . . . X, E S and i, Jo I, there exists E = ~(i, j, x,, .,~, X,) f 0 
such that for all a E S,, the (i, j) entries satisfy 
~i~de~e~dent of C, S, being the Symmetric grou 
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2.5. THEOREM. Let 9: A + B be a near homomrophism of A onto B (as 
in Definition 2.4) with a corresponding subset S c A. Then every identity of A 
is also an identity of B. Assume furthermore that q is cancelable: for any 
(multilinear) polynomial f(x) = f ( x1, . . . . x,), q 0 f(x) is an identity of A if 
and only zf f (x) is. 
Then A N B. 
Proof Since char F= 0, we prove the lemma for multilinear identities: 
let f(x,, . . . . X,)=C,.S,a,x,(l,...x,(,) be an identity of A. Since q(S) 
spans B, it suffices to show that for any i, jrz 1 and Zc,, . . . . X, E S, 
(f(cp(Z,), . . . . q$X,)))i,j = 0. Let E = E(i, j, x,, . . . . X,) be as in Definition 2.4; 
then O= (P(f(x))),,j=Cc G(cP(~,~I)~~~~,(~) ))i,j=E(f(q(X)))i,j, hence f(x) 
is an identity of B. Finally, if q is cancellable, then the same argument 
shows that every P.I. of B is a P.I. of A. Q.E.D. 
In the remainder of this section we show that the map cp = p* of 
Definition 1.9 is cancelable (Theorem 2.9). 
2.6. Notations. Recall from Definition 1.9 
Denote V= Ix I’. Given u, v E V, let eU,” be the corresponding matrix 
unit: eu,u E M,. r’ (E) (but, depending on U, v, it is possible that eU+ $ A or 
eU,“$ B,). With the notation of Definition 1.1, given U, u E V, write (in 
G x &I 
v”(u) + G(v) = (g, h), g, h E L 
then denote E(v”(u) + v”(u)) = Eg @ E,. Recall that D = D, u D, is a basis 
of E. 
Finally, denote 
S= i(cOd)e,,l u, v E Vand c E D,, dG D, where v”(u) + v”(v) = (g, h)}. 
2.7. Note. In the above, let U= (i, r), v = (j, s) EIX I’; then 
v”(u) + v”(v) = (v(i) + v(j), v’(r) + v’(s)) = (v+(i, j), v’+(r, s)) = (g, h). So, if 
CED, and dE D,, then cO~EE,+(,~,OE,;,,.,, and these elements c@d 
clearly span J?,+(~, jj 0 E,;,,,, linearly. 
It therefore follows that the set S in Notations 2.6 spans the above 
algebra A linearly. 
We shall need the following: 
2.8. LEMMA. Let a,, . . . . a,, E D ( = basis of E). Then there exist an algebra 
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homomorphism t/ : E -+ E and a;, . . . . a: E such iThat $(a;) = aj, 1 < i < I?, 
and at . . a; # 0. i 
PruoJ Since dim E= co, there are a; ) . ..) QI, E tEnat a;.~.a~iO 
and ai ED, if and only if ajE D,, 1 < i < n. Defiare, first, $(a’,) = ai. Lei 
F[a;, . . . . LZ~] c E be the subalgebra generated by 
alai = &ala: for all 1 < i, j< n, it fosllows that 
i, < . < i, < n) is a (linear) basis of F[ai, . . . . ai]. n such basis elements5 
define now $(a;, . . a;,) = ai, . . . ai, = $(a:!) . *(al,)> then extem--by 
linearity-to I) : P[a;, . . . . a;] -+ E. By the choice of the ai’s, $ is an aIgebaa 
hism. Finally, write E= F[a’,) . . . . a:,] @ B’ (as vector 
$ trivially to E: $(I?) = 0. 
Proof: Assume that p* 0 f(x) is an identity and s ow that f(x) is also 
an identity of A. Let SE A be as in otations 2.6 and let Z? = 
j~~@d,)e,~.,,~S, l<t<n. Since S spans A, it suffices ta show that 
f(x)=f(xl,...,x,)=o. 
Case 1. Assume c1 . c, 0 d, . d,, # 0. Calcufate the entries of the 
matrix j’(X) : let u, v E V= Ix I’, then t e 24, v entry of f(X) (i.e., the coef- 
ficient of eu,V in f(Z)) is CI,,, * c1 ... c, @ d, ~ d, for some a,., E E. Thaias, 
ct i(.v * cl . ..c. 8 d, . ..d., is the u, 2) entry in O= pa* 61 ,J(X). Since 
Cl ..~C n e d, . d,? # 0, OL,,, = 0, hence f(x) = 0. 
Case 2. Any c-1 ) . ..) C,) d,, . . . . d,. As in Lemma ) let $:E4E be az: 
omomorphism with c;, . . . . CL, d;, . . . . 
, c: EP>~ if and only if C, ED,, si 
c; . c:, d; . . . # 0. Denote X: = (c; 0 d:) e,!,,,; then Xi E S, I d t d n. 
algebra homomorphism $* : A + il via the action of $ @ $ 
3. p* Is A NEAR 
QED. 
e know from Definition 1.9 that pi : A --p ere 
we show that p* is a near homomorphism ( nilion 2.4) with the s-dxet 
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S c A as in Notations 2.6. We shall see that here E = f 1 (Definition 3.3, 
Theorem 3.10). 
We fix the following. 
3.1. Notations. Fix X, = (c,@ d,) e,l,Vi E S, 1 < t 6 y1 (as in the proof of 
Theorem 2.9), then denote e, = n;= 1 e,O,,j,,,I,, X, = fl:= i Jz,,,,, where 
0 E S,. If e, = 0 then X, = 0. Assume e, # 0 for some 0 E S. For simplicity, 
assume e, # 0. Hence u, = U, + i, l<t,<n-1. Denote also v,=u,+i and 
(_u)= (u,, . . . . u,+i). Call GES, “(u,, . . . . u,+i) permissible” if e,#O: 
u,(~+ i) = Z.Q) + i, 1 d t < y1- 1, then denote for such g 
(_ub = (%(l)> ...> %(,)t %(,), 1). 
Note that if y E S, is (-U)CJ permissible, then ((_~)a)yl = (_u)(ay) and a~ is _u 
permissible. 
3.2. Remark. Let X, E S as in Notations 3.1; then clearly dIc, = xZdI, 
E = f 1, and hence p*(X, l X2) = E,u*(%,) p*(Xz). If both sides here are #O, 
E is unique: it depends on the parities of d, and c2, hence E is determined by 
Ul, U2? u3. Similarly for any product of Xt)s, and in particular for the 
product X, . . . X n : here E = f 1 is determined by _u = (ui , . . . . U, + i ). 
We formally introduce 
3.3. DEFINITION. (a) Let Xi, . . . . X, ES and (-u) = (ul, . . . . u,+i) as in 
Notations 3.1, then define E(U) = .s(~i, .. . . u,+ i) via 
p*(x,. . . . l 2,) = &(U1, . ..) u,+1) l p*(xl). . . pL*(X,). 
(b) If (T E S, is (-u) permissible, then s((_~)cr) is given by 
P*G,(l) l . . . l %(n) I= 4(_Uh) P*(%(l)) . . . P*(%7(n)). 
3.4. Remark. Recall from Notations 2.6 that for g, h E Z,, E( g, h) =def 
E,OE,. Also, Xr= (c,Odl) e,,,,,, c,od,EE(t(u,)+v”(u,)), l<t<n. Since 
here v,=u,+i, 1 d t 6 IZ (and z + z = 0 in Z, x Z,), it follows that for any 
l<a<b<n, 
fi (c,Od,)EE(v”(u,)+V”(Ub+l)). 
3.5. LEMMA. Let E(U) as in Definition 3.3 and let 1 < a <n - 1, then 
4u1, .*.2 %+1)‘4%, ...> %2+1)4%2+1, ...> %+1)4U,, ~,,l, %+I). 
ProoJ Let Xi, . . . . X, as in Notations 3.1. By Remark 3.4, 
tcl -f, = Cc’ 0 d’) eul,u,+l, c’0 d’E E(v”(u,) + v”(u,+ 1)) 
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Tne proof now follows by computing and comparing the actions of ,z on 
both sides of the equation: 
3.6. Graph Theory. Let G = (V(G), E(G)) be a graph, e, E E(G) 
ges), 1 d t d n, with origin u, and terminus u,: write e 
e,=(u,e,u,)...(u,e,u,) is a (u,,u,) walk if an 
u, = u,+ 1, I< t 6 n - 1. Now, 0 e S, is a (u1, 0,) w-perm 
(w)a =def e,(,). . . eocnj is also a (ul, II,) wa 51. The main result in [S] is 
that if G E S, is a (ul, 0,) w-premutation, en 0 is a successive p
very simple walk-permutations (called “ c~-t~ans~os~t~o~s”). 
state that result below (Theorem 8) in matrix language, but 
establish the connection, due to G. Swan [6], between gr 
matrices. 
3.7. Swan’s Correspondence. The rows and columns of the matrix 
algebra are indexed by the set of vertices Y= V(G). Given U, u E V, fhe urine 
matrix eU,” corresponds to the (directed) edge wev: eu,” c-p (WV), and for a 
sequence w, w=(~~e,u,)...(u,e,u,)tte,,,,,~...e,~.,~. Thus 
and only if w is a (u,, 0,) walk. 
Recall from [S] that q E S, is a block transposition if we can write 
CDE and x,(,, . x,,(,,) = A e can now 
translate: 
[IS]. Let e,,,,I = e,l,.I+,, 1 < t <n, as in Notations 3.1, SG 
e U,,llni,. Let @‘ES, such that (also) eO=e,,.um+,. Then there 
exist block-transpositions q(l), . ..) yCrn)e S, such that if we write 
?1 (I), . . . e q(‘) = a(‘), 1 d I< m, then 
(1) 0 = dm) and 
(2) For each 1 < I <m, 
e can now prove the following crucial 
3.9. LEMMA. Let X,, 1 < t < n be as in Notations 3.1 with ~~~~~es~o~dj~~ 
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(u)=(ul, . . . . u,+~), let YES, be (g) permissible such that u1 =u,(~), 
%Z+1= u+)+ 1, and let E be as in Definition 3.3. Then E(E) = E((_u)~). 
Proc$ It clearly follows from Notations 3.1 and Theorem 3.8 that it 
suffices to prove Lemma 3.9 in the case where (T is a (ZJ) permissible block 
transposition. 
We assume that xi . . . x, = ABCDE and x,(r) . . x0(,) = ADCBE. 
Moreover, am = ur and u,(,) + r = u,, + i . It follows that we can assume, 
w.l.o.g., that A = E = 1, x1 . x, = BCD, and x0(r) . x0(,) = DCB. These 
blocks clearly correspond to the sequences B -+ (~1, ...> ~,+l)r 
CL+ (u a+ 1, . . . . ub+ r), and D -+ (ub + r, . . . . u,, + r). Since g is (_u) permissible, 
Ul=Ub+l and ~a+l’~,+l. (*I 
Moreover, 
C 
u a+1 Ul 
Now apply Lemma 3.5 (twice): E(U) = E~E,E,E,E~, where E~ = E(u~, .. . . 
Ua+l 9 1 h=E(ULI+19 ...2 ub+l), Q=E(Ub+l, “‘, %2+1), &4=4Ul, Ua+l, %+I) 
and s5 = E(u~, Us+ 1, u,+ i). It follows from (*, *) above, by a similar 
calculation, that E((_u)o)=E~E~E~ 6,6,, where b4=~(~6+l, u,+~, ub+i) and 
65=E(Ub+l, ub+l> u n+ l). Finally, by (*) above, a4 = 6, and sg = 6,, and the 
proof is complete. Q.E.D. 
We can now prove 
3.10. THEOREM. The map ,u*: A + B, of Definition 1.9 is a near 
homomorphism (see Definition 2.4). 
ProoJ: Let SE A be as in Notations 2.6, Note 2.7, with 
2, = (cc 0 4) e,,,.( ES, l<t<n. Let CTES,, u,v~V, anddenote 
W=)(a) = (P* (fj, i,~~~)),,, 
(r.h.s.)(o)=( fi P*(%+J) . 
r=1 U,” 
As in Definition 3.3, we know that (l.h.s.)(o) =&(a, U, v, Xl, . . . . X,) l 
(r.h.s.)(o). We show that E is in fact independent of CT. We may assume that 
for some GE S,, (l.h.s.)(o), (r.h.s.)(g) # 0. Without loss of generality, we 
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may assume that (l.h.s.)(l), (r.h.s.)( 1) # 0. Thus c, = u,+ i ) I 6 1~ n (hence 
(u) = (4 1 .‘., u, + I ) is given). Write (l.h.s.)(I)=& * (:.h.s.)(B) (F= &I). 
now show that for that E, (l.h.s.)(o) = ~(r.h.s.)(a) for any c E S,. 
Clearly, (l.h.s.)(o) = 0 if and only if (r.h.s.)(a) = 0, hence assume bo!h 
$10. It follows that a is (u) permissible and u1 = u,(~) = u ZC,(,~ + I = u,~ + i = u. 
y Lemma 3.9 we now have 
(where I = c(g) = E((~)o)), hence the same is true for the (24, v) entries. 
.E.D. 
4. APPLICATIONS: MIXER’S 
4.8. THEOREM (Kemer). Let k, I, p, q E FX and let c( = kp i lq, ,i3 = kq + lp. 
Then the algebras A 1 = Iilk,, @ MJE) and = IW,,~(E) sati:fy the S~MY 
polynomial identities: A, - B (here @ is OF). 
OUJ The algebra A, is isomor ic, by Theorem 1.5, to the algebra A 
fir&ion 1.9, while the algebra of Definition 1.9 is the same algebra 
=M,.p(E) here (Remark 1.7). As in 
r, sj). By Theorem 2.3, B- 
As a second application we now prove Memes’s  
4.2. TRE~REM (Kemer). M&E) 0 E- 
To prove Theorem 4.2 we first introduce 
FINITIQNS. (a) Let a=a,+a,EE, aOE aleEl, and define 
and g,(a, + a,) = (z: ,” 
emote gi(E) = Oi, i = 1,2, Q = R, @ LZ, c 
Note that Q, is an algebra, Q, E E (and 9, is an GO module). 
Clearly, 92 = {( f I) 1 x, y E E} is an algebra. 
CbP J: Q ---f E as follows: S(; ,<) =x + y. Trivially, S is an 
algebra h rphism. Also, f~ g, =Sa g, = I,, hence j’iao and Sjn, are 
one-to-me. 
(c) Define the algebra rrZ as f~ollows: let (I, v) e a L, valued set (with 
II’,1 =k, II,/ =I), then define %LM~(~+~JE) by = 1 gv;(i,j)Cx,,,B I i2 .iE I* 
,Y,.~EE). In fact, let 1:=1x Z, with the obvious L, valuation: v’(i, z) = 
v(i) + z E Zz, then ‘B c LI~,,(E,;,,~, 1 r, s E I’). 
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4.4. LEMMA. With the notations and definitions of Definition 4.3, 
2I 2 M,(E). 
ProoJ Define f * : M --f M,(E) via 
f*(gv+(i,jj(xi,j)) = (f’ gv+(i,j)Cxi,j)) = Cxi,j) (i, je I). 
Now f * is an algebra homomorphism since f was such; f * is obviously 
onto; it is one-to-one since both f 1 Q,, f / Q,, were such. Q.E.D. 
4.5. Remark. Let E’= E\F; let ‘% be as in Definition 4.3(c); and let 
9L 2 8’ = { . . . 1 x~,~E ’}. By an argument similar to that of Theorem 2.3, 
YI N ‘$I’. Thus, for any ‘C!l’ E 91” c ‘9X, %I” - Cu. 
4.6. The Proof of Theorem 4.2. Let 
Mk,/(E) = M,(Ev+(i,,,)y Ml,,(E) = ~,*(Fz, +z* 121) zz E a 
and denote 211, =M,(E,+,,,,) 0 E. 
The embedding g,: E c M,,,(E) induces the embedding 
Denote ‘% = go(%,) E f? and apply ,u*: 
Let p*(a) = ~*(go(21,)) = a”, and let 9X, 9l’ be as in Definition 4.3(c) and 
in Remark 4.5; then it is easy to check that ‘8 G ‘8” c Cu. By Remark 4.5, 
2II”-2I-(u’. 
The same proof that p* was a cancelable near homomorphism on 9 
applies now to the restriction of ~1 * to the subalgebra %!i c f?, with the 
corresponding spanning subset S n $i. Hence, by Theorem 2.5, 
a - pL*(TI) = fx” - f!I. 
Also, since go is an embedding, !!I, z a, hence ?I1 -a. 
Finally, by Lemma 4.4, Su % M,(E) = Mk+ ,(E) (hence - ) and the proof 
follows. Q.E.D. 
We now turn to the proof of Kemer’s third theorem. 
4.7. THEOREM (Kemer). EOE-M,,,(E) (0 is 0.). 
The proof is given in several steps. Let E”P denote the opposite algebra 
of E. Multiplication in EoP is denoted by *: a, b E EoP, a * b = ba (in E). It 
is easy to show that EoP -E (in fact, EoP cz E), hence [3] E@ E- E@ EoP. 
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4.8. b3INITION. (a) Let 1 =(A y), i=(y A), j=(T -A), &=(A pyi: 
jj = _k = - jj; also, i2 = _k2 = 1, j2 = - 1, 
@I eline g: E+M,,,(E), h:EoP-+ I,,(E) as foollows: if a E E, then 
a=a,+a,, a,EEO, alEEl, etc. Now 
g(a)=g(a,+a,)=a,l+a,i 
h(b)=h(b,+b,)=b,~+b,j. 
4.9. Properties of g, h. (1) g is an algebra isomer 
Ml. l(E). 
(2) h is an algebra isomorphism of EoP into 
(3) g(a) h(b) = h(b) g(a) for all a, 6. 
The proofs are trivial. Introduce now 
4.10. DEFINITION. With g, h as in efinition 4.8, define cp: EC3 Eop -+ 
M,,,(E) via cp(a@b)= g(a) e h(b). 
.11. PROPERTIES. ( 1) The above cp is an algebra ~o~Q~Q~~hi~~, and 
PvoojI (1) is trivial. 
(2) If u,EE,, then (z, ~)~cp(E@E”p) since i[q(a,@l)+ 
cp(l@a,)]=(~, i). Similarly for (i $). Thus (Objll i)=(i 2)(fi z), and 
simiEariy (“, uph, ) both are in rp(E@ EoP), and the proof of (2) follows, 
ED. 
Thus, if we denote R = E@EQP, t 
M,,,(E). Therefore, the proof of T 
that R - q(R). Since cp is a homomor 
roof of Theorem 4.7 is therefore corn 
4.12. LEMMA. With the above notations, I 
.l.o.g. we prove it for the multilinear polynomiafs: let S(x) = 
~Id(cp(R)). To show that j”(.x)~Hd(R) it clearEy 
suffkes to show that for any basis elements a,, ~..) a,, 5,, . . . . b, E 3 (xi -+ 
XI=a,Ob,), f(a@b)=f(a,@b,, . . ,, 0 b,) = 0. Calculate f(a 0 b 3 = 
C, ct,,~,,~~~ . ao~,,~ @ b,(,, * . . t * b,,,,. note d(a,j = d, E z* if a* E E,, and 
define the sign function E: S,, x Z; -+ i. I via a,(,) . a,(,) = ~(0; d(aI), . . . . 
44i a1 ’ ‘. a,. Trivially, bOcl, * ... * bOc,,=~(o; d(b,f, . . . . d(b,,)) b, * ..‘* b,?. 
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Thus f(a@b)=a* (a,...a,)@(b, *...*b,) . ..(***) where p= 
C,, a,s(a; d(a)) l &(a; d(b)). We need to show that p = 0. Since /I depends 
only on d(a), d(b), we can choose the a’s and b’s such that a, ... unbl ... 
b, #O (in E). Now apply cp to both sides of (***): q(f(u@ b)) =0 since 
fEId(q(u)). On the other hand, q(al~~~u,@b, *...*b,)=u,...u,* 
b, . . . b, l 1’ * js for some r, s, so 
0 = p l a, . ‘. a, l b, . . . b, l t’ 0 I”. 
Since j’js is a nonzero matrix (with entries 0, + 1) and 
a, . ..a. . b, . . . b, # 0, hence p = 0. The proof of Theorem 4.7 is complete. 
Q.E.D. 
4.13. FURTHER CONSTRUCTIONS. The functions g, h of Subsection 4.9 
and y* (of Definition 1.9) can be used to construct new algebras which are 
P.I. equivalent to known algebras of matrices over the Grassmann algebra. 
We demonstrate this in the following 
EXAMPLE. Apply g and h (several times). For example, deduce the 
imbedding 
gOh:EOE”P~g(E)Oh(EoP)~M1,l(E)OM1,l(E). 
Apply now n* : M,,, (E) 0 M,,,(E) --t M,,,(E). As in Section 3, it follows 
that 
Denote 
g(E) 0 h(Eop) - p*(g(E) 0 h(EoP)). 
5= 
r( )I 
; A” A=u,l+a,5B=b,1+b,i;u,EEo,boEE~2),ul,b,EE, 
I 
It is easy to verify that p*( g(E)@h(EoP)) = 5. Since g(E)@h(EoP) - 
E@ EoP - M,,,(E), it follows that S~-IM~,~(E). 
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